Sequence of centromere separation: occurrence, possible significance, and control.
This review describes the existence of a phenomenon, sequential separation of centromeres, in mitotic cells of various species including both animals and plants. Critical observations at metaanaphase show that the centromeres of chromosomes in a given genome do not separate into two sister units randomly, but that there is a genetically controlled, nonrandom, species-specific sequence which is independent of the length of the chromosome or the position of the centromere. A stricter control appears to exist for late-separating than for early-separating chromosomes. At early stages of metaanaphase several chromosomes initiate onset of separation simultaneously or in rapid succession, but late-separating chromosomes are better defined in their sequential position. The effect of Colcemid on the sequence of separation is minimal. It is proposed that aneuploidy in humans and other organisms may result from out-of-phase separation of a given chromosome. With the exception of chromosome No. 16, it appears that very early- or very late-separating centromeres are involved in human trisomies more often than those in between. Perhaps one function of centromeric heterochromatin is the control of centromere separation. The amount of such chromatin shows a positive correlation with the timing of separation of the centromeres. Superimposed upon this quantitative influence is the qualitative aspect, as discussed for various genomes. This suggestion explains a lack of extremely large quantities of heterochromatin near the centromere. Its existence in the form of homogeneously staining regions distal to the centromere, as in some cancer cells or in sex chromosomes, seemingly has no influence on the separation of centromeres. A brief discussion of centromere separation errors in human disease is provided, and suggestions for further studies are made.